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What is the reason for timber conversion

Lumber futures have soared 27% in just under two months, in tune with a strong housing market, but the fast pace appears likely to slow. Some usual spring rally in the commodity market could already take place. During the unusually mild January, February and March, the housing industry may have borrowed starts from the following
months, resulting in below-average number of starts in April and May. But the smaller-than-usual start to this time through June still means more than is currently underway, so it is safe to predict the seasonal uptrend in the lumber price. In addition, prices may slide slightly in the short term and still show an up-trend channel pattern on
daily bar charts. Hanging over the industry is the threat of a counter-perennial duty on Canadian lumber exports to the U.S. 19.3% interim duty ended on December 21, and a new, permanent is to replace it on March 21. A coalition of several U.S. lumber producers is pushing trade negotiators to a heavy duty in addition to the 24% anti-
dumping duty that was introduced last September. Major Commodity Indexes3/153/8Yr Commodity Index. Futures AgoCRB203.49200.87215.76Indust and forth 157.72156.31185.73Grain/Oils165.01164.31163.15Livestock243.03 252.17264.40Energy246.82235.47302.81Sts252.07253.10251.72Barron's/Bridge-Telerate Canada denies
subsidizing its producers with low tree fees, cut down on public lands, and then dumps lumber into the U.S., and it has taken trade action at the World Trade Organization and under the North American Free Trade Agreement. These actions, however, can take months or years to complete and can cost millions, so Canada has shown a
willingness to negotiate a deal, and market factoring in a duty or export tax of 20%-25%. More than that, and prices can be driven higher, not so much by fees, but by lost production from Canadian factories that are driven out of business. Negotiations between the U.S. and Canada broke down last Tuesday without any agreement. But
timber is so entangled in the possible consequences of a duty or export tax that a pause in negotiations is unlikely to cause ripples in the market, despite the impending deadline for the introduction of duty. Although the seasonal price low occurred right on schedule in early November, the real price rally didn't start until the January futures
contract on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange expired on January 15, said Bob Beech, senior lumber analyst at T.J.'R. After this contract was sidelined, traders were forced to deal with March as the lead contract, and its early construction season expiring provided speculative support. But the most important There were unusually mild
weather conditions and abnormally low interest rates, books and others said. Weather Clement continues to go into the spring and interest rates remain low, so most analysts think buyers are buyers be attracted to new homes as the economy continues to recover from the recession. Neil Schmaedick, lumber futures analyst at Salomon
Smith Barney added that wholesalers and retailers are carrying low inventories in January. They were concerned that the economic downturn would limit demand for housing in 2002, and were willing to risk a limited seasonal price rally in early spring. But aside from a few short-lived storms, winter was pretty lame. Builders were able to
save construction houses when normally they would get very little done, creating demand for lumber. And as soon as the January contract was out, it became apparent that pipeline supplies were thin, Schmaedik said. Mills don't even have as much wood as many traders thought due to long vacation and service stops in December. DJ-
AIG Commodity IndexesDJ-AIG3/153/8YTDCommodity Futures97.94695.82610%Total income164.317160.70 410%Energy157.044149.25122%Petroleum140.320135.54520%Livestock71.02973.950-950-2 5%Grains45.52945.2402%Industrial metals64.26064.00210%Precious metals53.65653.6992%% Softs This year's Dow Jones/AIG
International Housing construction has been supplemented by lower mortgage rates and lower construction rates, thanks to the Federal Reserve's 11 rate cut last year. Mortgage rates have also fallen, and at 7%-7.5%, they are still seen as a good deal. Housing construction remains stronger than usual, while lumber markets have
received another boost from news of a 16.2% jump in existing home sales. But the new home sales report for January countered with a 14.8% decline. It was the biggest drop since January 1994. Analysts say this could give builders pause when they think about launching new homes on speculation, slowing the pace with which new
homes are being built. After all, they built more in the first quarter than they would normally have anyway, and interest rates aren't projected to move much higher in a few months. Coffee futures rose to a seven-month high, rising 14% on Monday and Tuesday as speculative funds turned buyers. The May contract hit a high of 57.80 cents
per pound on Tuesday, slipping slightly on Friday close to 55.60 cents... Cattle futures fell to a three-month low as buyers shunned the market. Prices have not recovered after a false alarm on Wednesday about an outbreak of foot-and-mouth in Kansas. The April contract ended Friday at 72.35 cents a pound, down 3.7 cents for the week.
A pleasant decorative feature that is an asset to any yard, it is also a serious retaining wall that will stop the existing hill from sliding, or provide strong support for new landscaping. Before build a retaining wall, contact your community's construction department. Many codes require permission for any structure that holds back what
amounts to thousands of pounds of land, and most limit the height of an amateur built retaining wall to 3 feet. If your slope needs wall or requires extensive classification, call in masonry or landscape contractor - or terrace slope with two or more lower retaining walls. In addition to the usual carpentry and digging tools, you want a baby
sleigh to hammer 12-inch spikes. (If you have trouble driving these without bending them, consider predrilling holes.) Consider renting a chain saw: Cutting 6x6s with a circular saw requires multiple passes. In addition, a chain saw will allow you to trim the wood in place. If your slope is extremely irregular or large areas need cutting,
consider ingesting an earthmover. Be sure to install drainage gravel and pipes as directed, or water pressure (a huge amount can create) will eventually lead to a wall buckle. Greening wood or salvaged rail ties is a 3-inch perforated plastic drainpipe Gravel 12-inch spikes filter fabric or resin paper Building glue 1. Plan your wall. Plan how
your retaining wall will fit together, especially the location of the dead along the third course. Dig back any disturbances on the slope, allowing at least 8 inches of rear filling. Trench T-shaped cavities for the dead. 2. Preparing trenches. Excavation level of the trench, which is 9 inches wide and an average of 6 inches deep. If necessary,
dig behind the trench, so there will be at least 8 inches for the drainpipe and gravel. Dig trenches for the dead. Spread 2 inches of gravel (more if you have raw conditions) at the bottom of the trench. 3. Put the first course of wood. These and all other wood should be level along their length, but should have a 1/4 inch step to lean uphill.
Apply building glue between courses for additional bonding and keep water from seeping through them. Add the second course by attaching it to spikes every 3 to 4 feet. From the third course, set the dead with cross-links. 4. Finish. Install the remaining parts, and provide drainage. Place the drainpipe (a stingray 1/8 inch per foot) on the
gravel bed. Fill with gravel until the top of the second course. Cover the gravel with a cloth filter (or resin paper) and finish backfilling with the soil. These wooden steps prevent erosion and facilitate simultaneous ascent to the slope. Learn how to build landscape wood steps for stylish reining in appeal with lasting power. Properly
constructed garden steps are more than just convenience. It can also serve as a retaining wall, curbing soil erosion. This means that you need to plan carefully, and securely anchor them in the slope they climb. For a simple set of steps using landscaped wood, you need to provide them in two ways - to each other, and to the ground. (We
used the fixture.) See how These wooden stairs themselves in just a few hours with a little elbow grease. Decide how many steps you'll need, how deep each horizontal protector will be, and how high Every vertical rise to rise. Here's a useful rule: measuring the tread plus measuring the riser should be about 17 inches. Try to make your
height a size no more than 7 inches and at least 4 inches. No matter how you juggle the numbers, just make sure that all treads and risers will have exactly the same depth and height: Changes break a person's pitch and cause stumbles. Also, be sure to take into account the depth of the tread of finishing materials and solution, if any,
when planning a concrete foundation. Use a bet and string level or board to determine the overall growth of your steps will rise and the overall mileage they will cross. To determine how many steps you'll need, divide these measurements into combinations of tread size and riser until you come out with equal steps. Caution: Building codes
usually find limits on tread sizes and risers and other ladder sizes, so check with local authorities before you reassure your plans. Codes also prescribe handrails in certain situations. Betting String Level Shovel Work gloves sledgehammer level drill, drill drill, and extension of 8-inch Rerod wood used in concrete construction Lay out your
planned site with stakes and string level. Gently cut the slope, make room for the desired tread and riser size. The steps of two 8-inch wood work well if they overlap by 4 inches. Put the wood in place and then pound them up to secure with a sledgehammer. Check the level. Safety Tip: Wear appropriate protective gear, including work
gloves and goggles. Using an electric bit extension, bore holes on the front edge of each wood in one under it and then pound in the rerod to tie them together. Also worn horizontal holes to ensure each wood is one by one. This is.
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